ACROSS
1. Gov't agency with auditors
4. Month with three weeks of classes (abbr.)
7. Half of CCCII
10. French word?
11. A million times tera- 
12. Ad ___ committee
13. In the style of
14. Isle of 
15. In the past
16. The opposite of picking a fight?
19. One of today's speakers
20. Major Norse god
22. Ambulance workers (abbr.)
25. Feeling we may share these days?
27. Epitome of slowness
28. Capt. Picard's series, for short
29. Where we are
31. Dissenting vote
32. Former Asian Portugese colony
34. Opposite of one talking about their sins?
38. Flagrantly disobey
39. Southeast Asian capital
41. One-year agreement, often
42. Home of the Sphinx
43. Totaled
44. Battle of the ____

DOWN
1. ICL5 machine
2. Cylindrical candy brand
3. On one's feet
4. Limited versions of software
5. Precise
6. Fairport feature
7. Tymann, e.g.
8. Ours consists of three letters and two dots
9.Clickable item
17. Start of a Caesarean boast
18. College freshman, usually
20. Choose
21. Newsman Rather
23. Tante, across the Pyrenees
24. Like a fox
26. Created artistically
27. Hides
30. Common winter hazard
32. Clicking item
33. Official style
34. Said "guilty", perhaps
35. Jefferson, e.g.
36. Black gem
37. Climber's aid
38. Gov. Crist's state
40. Commonly mis- apostrophed word